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Before use
Please read the manual carefully before the first use. It will be helpful for better
performance of the shaver.
This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge
if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a
safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children shall not play with the appliance.
Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.
Warning
* Before the power supply is connected to the product, please ensure that the voltage
marked on the product is in line with the local power supply voltage.
* Do not charge continuously for more than 24 hours, and do not charge at temperatures
below 0˚C or above 40˚C. Otherwise, the battery life will be shortened.
* When the shaver is stained, soft cloth can be used to take neutral lotion and wipe. Do
not use alcohol or gasoline to wipe.
* When abnormal conditions (such as odor, temperature, sound abnormality) occur during
charging or use of the product, the power supply should be cut off immediately and the
use of the product should be stopped.
Specifications:
• Single head individually floating
• Pop up trimmer perfect for grooming sideburns and moustache
• Precision ultra-thin foil
• Ni-CD battery
• Battery charging led
• 8 hours charging time
• Working time 30 minutes
• Accessories: Cleaning brush
• AC220-240V, 50Hz, 2W
* Charging and using method
* When charging, insert the tail of the power cord into the shaver and keep the connection,
then insert the plug into the power socket.
* When charging, the indicator light shows green, indicating that it is charging.
* Charging time: 8hours
* Please take away the protector and switch to ON position. Remove your unwanted beard
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by slightly moving this unit against the skin at right angle.
* With pop-up trimmer; can trim sideburns and moustache
Maintenance
* Before cleaning, the product will be disconnected and shut down.
* Take off the shaver head, clean the head, the inside blade and the body with brush;
with a clean brush, do not touch the surface of the outside foil with brush, push on the
trimmer, and clean it with brush. After cleaning; push off the trimmer, and install the
shaver head.
* After cleaning, the lubricating oil is dripped into the foil and the edge of the trimmer,
and then idled several times; wipe the surface of the outer foil, so as to maintain sharp,
light rotation and prevent wear and tear.
* STORAGE
* Ensure the unit is completely cool and dry.
* Do not wrap the cord around the appliance, as this will cause damage.
* Keep the appliance in a cool, dry place.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
(Destruction of Ni-MH or Ni-Cd batteries)
The appliance must be disconnected from the main power, when the battery is removed.
To remove the battery:
• Remove the two screws located in the upper part,
• Remove the screws at the back under the plate.
• Disassemble the two parts of the unit and remove the battery.
- THE BATTERY MUST BE REMOVED BEFORE THE UNIT IS GIVEN TO REBUS.
- THE BATTERY MUST BE ELIMINATED IN A SAFE WAY.
For additional protection, the installation of a residual current device with a rated residual
operating current not exceeding 30 mA is advisable in the electrical circuit supplying the
bathroom. Ask your installer for advice.
CAUTION: If the electric cable is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, his
after-sales service or people with similar qualification, in order to avoid any danger. In
order to minimize the risks of electric shock, In the event of breakdown, not to open the
case but to call upon a qualified technician for repairs.
This apparatus satisfied EC directives; it was controlled according to all the European
current directives, like: electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and low tension (LVD). This
apparatus was designed and manufactured in respect of the last safety regulations and
technical specifications.
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